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ABSTRACT
We have used a state-of-the-art orbital integration model in a more realistic grav-
itational potential, to explore the orbital properties of a sample of 76 selected N-
rich stars across the Milky Way, using 6-dimensional information provided by Gaia
and the APOGEE-2 survey. Orbits are integrated in the galaxy modelling algorithm
GravPot16, which mimics the non-axisymmetric structure of the inner Milky Way.
We present the more probable orbital elements using the newly measured proper mo-
tions from Gaia DR2 with existing line-of-sight velocities from APOGEE-2 survey and
spectrophotometric distance estimations from the StarHorse code. We find that most
of the N-rich stars, show typically maximum height to the Galactic plane below 1.5
kpc, and develop rather eccentric orbits, suggesting that these stars are confined in
the inner regions of the Galaxy and are likely to be dynamically associated with a
’classical bulge’. We show that ∼10% of the N-rich stars in the inner Galaxy share the
orbital properties of the bar/bulge, having perigalactic and apogalatic distances, and
maximum vertical excursion from the Galactic plane inside the bar region.
Key words: Galaxy: kinematics and dynamics (Galaxy): globular clusters: individ-
ual: NGC 6362
The advent of large spectrocopic surveys like APOGEE
(Majewski et al. 2017) which is capable to see through the
dusty part of the Milky Way, together with other comple-
mentary surveys such as Gaia-ESO survey (Gilmore et al.
2012; Randich et al. 2013, among other), clearly revealed
that our own Galaxy hosts a significant population of pecu-
liar abundance red giants residing preferentially in the inner
regions of the Galaxy (e.g., Recio-Blanco et al. 2017; Schi-
avon et al. 2017; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2017c), with a
few confirmed cases toward the disc and halo (Martell et al.
2016; Pereira et al. 2017; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2016a,
2017c; Reis et al. 2018; Koch et al. 2019).
The APOGEE high-resolution spectra (R≈ 22,500) on
the near-IR H -band (λ ∼ 1.5–1.7 µm) have shown that
many of these stars are often typified by large nitrogen-
overabundances ([N/Fe]>∼+0.5, hereafter N-rich), accompa-
? E-mail: jfernandezt87@gmail.com or jfernandez@obs-
besancon.fr
nied by decreased abundances of carbon ([C/Fe]<∼ + 0.15),
identified most obviously by their 12C16O-band, enhanced
12C14N-band features (see, e.g., Altmann et al. 2005; Martell
& Grebel 2010; Martell et al. 2011; Lind et al. 2015; Martell
et al. 2016; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2016a; Schiavon et al.
2017; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2017c, 2019), and other
abundances of elements involved in proton-capture reac-
tions, i.e., Mg and Al, often structured in coherent pat-
terns. Futhermore, the vast majority of the N-rich stars in-
vestigated so far possess clear chemical abundance patterns
on their light elements similar to the observed in second-
generation globular cluster stars (group of stars as enhanced
N and Al and depleted Mg, C and O abundances with re-
spect to field at the same metallicity [Fe/H]).
The implicit assumption, that a few APOGEE N-rich
stars in the field are former members of large or smaller
accreted satellites occurring perhaps up to a few Gyr ago
has not actually been demonstrated, and the origin of such
an abundance signature remains still debated and can be
ascribed to different exotic events, including external mech-
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anisms, like a binary mass-transfer channel and/or ”in-situ”
formation.
The current best interpretation is that these chemi-
cally anomalous field giants are former globular cluster stars
(Khoperskov et al. 2018; Savino & Posti 2019), and as such,
play an important role in deciphering the early history of the
Milky Way itself (Martell & Grebel 2010; Carollo et al. 2013;
Kunder et al. 2014; Lind et al. 2015; Ferna´ndez-Trincado
et al. 2015a,b, 2016a,b; Recio-Blanco et al. 2017; Koppel-
man et al. 2018; Helmi et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2019; Ibata
et al. 2019), currently there is no real working explanation
for the origin of the gamut of extreme light and heavy ele-
ments simultaneously intervening in the chemical composi-
tion of the newly identified anomalous field stars. One of the
most dramatic results from the APOGEE survey was discov-
ered by Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c), they identified a
more exotic clump (7 out of 11 stars) of giant stars in the
metal-poor tail ([Fe/H] <∼ −0.7) of the thick disc metallicity
distribution which exhibit significant Mg-underabundances
with extreme enrichment in N and Al suggesting a possible
link to extragalactic globular clusters (Pancino et al. 2017),
which none of the well studied Galactic globular clusters in
our own Galaxy can reproduce it. However, the dynamical
history of such stars remains unexplored to date.
Beyond of the instrinsic value of identifiying chemically
anomalous field stars throughout the Milky Way and un-
derstand the related abundance phenomena, a satisfactory
explanation for the unexplained chemical anomalies and its
relation to the orbital parameters may also offer insight into
the origin of such stars. The newly discovered N-rich stars in
the Milky Way (e.g., Martell et al. 2016; Ferna´ndez-Trincado
et al. 2016b, 2017c; Schiavon et al. 2017) have a number of
essential parameters that remain unexplored. In an effort to
remedy this deficiency, we conducted for the first time a dy-
namics characterisation of such stars to predict the orbital
path across the Milky Way as well as reveal their birthplace
in order to improve our understanding of their origins.
In this work we take advantage of the accurate proper
motions of The European Space Agency’s Gaia mission Sec-
ond Data Release (DR2) archive (Lindegren et al. 2018;
Arenou et al. 2018), complemented along with radial ve-
locity from APOGEE-2 (Nidever et al. 2015) and spectro-
photometric distance from StarHorse (Queiroz et al. 2018),
which permit an unprecedented combination of precision to
fully resolve the space velocity and position vectors in order
to study for the first time the dynamical behavior of these
stars across of the Milky Way in a more realistic (as far as
possible) Galactic model, like GravPot16†.
This paper is outlined as follows. In §1, we start by de-
scribing the APOGEE and Gaia data set and a series of
selection criteria. In §2, we present the details of the Galac-
tic model, followed by a discussion of the constraints on the
free parameters of the model and the choices for the fiducial
parameter values. We then move on to discuss the kinematic
and dynamic behavior of our N-rich stars in §3, including an
exploration of how the results depend on the free parame-
ters. We summarize our key findings and conclude in §4.
† https://gravpot.utinam.cnrs.fr/
1 DATA
The sample analysed in this work consist of N-rich stars lo-
cated towards the bulge, disc and halo taken from Martell
et al. (2016), Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b), Schiavon
et al. (2017) and Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c). The ap-
parent exclusivity of such stars is attributed to their unusual
chemical compositions and relation to Galactic and extra-
galactic globular cluster stars. This phenomenon have been
widely exploited in the APOGEE survey (Majewski et al.
2017) by the above authors and have been confirmed from
optical follow-up observations (e.g., Pereira et al. 2017). H -
band (∼ λ1.5–1.7µm) high-resolution (R∼22,500) APOGEE
spectra were obtained with the 300-fiber spectrograph in-
stalled on the 2.5m Telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) at the
Apache Point Observatory as part of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey IV (Blanton et al. 2017). The reduction of the
APOGEE spectra, as well as the determination of radial
velocities, atmospheric parameters and stellar abundances
were carried out by the ASPCAP pipeline (see Nidever et al.
2015; Zamora et al. 2015; Holtzman et al. 2015; Garc´ıa Pe´rez
et al. 2016) using reduction scripts designed for the 14th
data release of SDSS (DR14, Abolfathi et al. 2018; Jo¨nsson
et al. 2018; Holtzman et al. 2018). We refer the reader to
Zasowski et al. (2013) and Zasowski et al. (2017) for full
details regarding the targeting strategies for APOGEE ang
APOGEE-2.
Here, we use the unprecedented 6-dimensional informa-
tion of these stars provided by Gaia and the APOGEE sur-
vey, to investigate for the first time the orbital characteris-
tics for a subset of this population.
1.1 6-D datasets
By cross-matching APOGEE-2 data to the Gaia (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2018), we have found Gaia counterparts to
most of the N-rich stars studied in Martell et al. (2016),
Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b), Schiavon et al. (2017)
and Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c), with 5-D phase-space
information, and only 7 of these stars has Gaia radial ve-
locity information, with uncertainties on the order of 0.3–
11 km/s. Our study is primarly based on proper motions
from the Gaia catalog (Lindegren et al. 2018; Arenou et al.
2018), and APOGEE line-of-sight velocity because the error
is generally smaller compared to other catalogues. The typi-
cal APOGEE uncertainties in radial velocity for our sample
are of order of <∼ 2 km s−1.
In the following discussion (see §1.2), we use the revised
spectrophotometric distances from the Bayesian StarHorse
code (Queiroz et al. 2018) for those sources.
1.2 Distances
To obtain robust data, we employed precise spectropho-
tometric distances (with median distance uncertainties of
<∼ 2 kpc) estimated with the Bayesian StarHorse code (see,
Queiroz et al. 2018, for more details) which combines at-
mospheric parameters (Teff , log g and [M/H]) from the pro-
cessed ASPCAP pipeline (Garc´ıa Pe´rez et al. 2016), mutliband
photometric information (APASS, 2MASS, and All- WISE)
and the Gaia astrometric information when available with a
Bayesian approach along with their associated uncertainties,
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3accounting for the global Gaia parallax zero-point shift of
−0.029 mas (Lindegren et al. 2018; Arenou et al. 2018). As
the parallax measurements can be uncertain (large > 22%
and extending all the way up to 1400% uncertainty in the
most extreme case), especially for distant stars, i.e., those
located towards the Galactic bulge and halo, we believe that
the choice to use spectrophotometric distances is well mo-
tivated to a large and homogeneously analyzed sample of
N-rich stars, therefore from hereafter we decide to adopt
the StarHorse distance calculations for orbital integration
we define later.
A total of 75 out of 77 objects have reliable spectropho-
tometric distances determinated using the StarHorse code
as listed in Table 1: (i) One N-rich star, TYC 5619-109-1,
from Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b); (ii) Four ”halo” N-
rich stars from Martell et al. (2016); (iii) eleven N-rich stars
from Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c), and (iv) 59 ”bulge”
N-rich stars from Schiavon et al. (2017).
We also find that 2 out of 77 N-rich stars have re-
liable parallaxes and proper motions in the Gaia cata-
log: 2M02491285+5534213 with $/σ$ > 20 and σ$/$ <
4%, star from (Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2017c), and
2M17431507−2815570 with $/σ$ > 7 and σ$/$ < 14%,
star from (Schiavon et al. 2017). These stars are also listed in
Table 1, namely the StarHorse code produce an estimated
distance for 2M02491285+5534213 in good agreement with
the distance derived as inverse of the parallax, for this star.
For the second star, 2M17431507−2815570, the StarHorse
code does not provide distance estimation, which can be at-
tributed to uncertainties in the extinction in that direction,
since it lies in a region where the extinction is higher. How-
ever, the small uncertainty in parallax for this star make it
ideal tp estimate the total velocity vector accurately, which
we have included in our analysis.
The final sample so selected amounts to a total of
76 objects, from which 75 have spectrophotometric dis-
tance estimated from the StarHorse code, while one star,
2M17431507−2815570, have reliable Gaia parallax.
Complementary spectro-photometric distance esti-
mates. Leung & Bovy (2019) derived precise distances for
the whole APOGEE DR14 spectra sample from a neural-
network (’deep learning’) by training on the APOGEE-
DR14/Gaia overlap, and makes use of no Galaxy priors and
are thus not biased by such a prior. The left panel of Figure
1 shows the comparison between StarHorse and the dis-
tances from Leung & Bovy (2019) as well as the distance
uncertainty as a function of our two sets of inferred distances
(panel b in the same figure). Here it is clear, that StarHorse
distances have smaller uncertainties at larger ranges than
the ones obtained by Leung & Bovy (2019). As a result of
the more precise estimates and the extinction treatment, we
decided to use the StarHorse distances derived by Queiroz
et al. (2018) as the main distance set along this work.
2 THE MILKY WAY MODEL
In order to construct a comprehensive orbital study of se-
lected N-rich stars across the Milky Way, we use a state-of-
the art orbital integration model in an more realistic (as far
as possible) gravitational potential, that fits the structural
and dynamical parameters to the best we know of the recent
knowledge of our Galaxy.
For the computations in this work, we have employed
the rotating ”boxy/peanut” bar of the novel Galactic poten-
tial model called GravPot16 along other composite stellar
components. The considered structural parameters of our
bar model, e.g., mass, present-day orientation and pattern
speeds, is within observational estimations that lie in the
range of 1.1×1010 M, 20◦ and 30–50 km s−1 kpc, respec-
tively. The density-profile of the adopted ”boxy/peanut” bar
is exactly the same as in Robin et al. (2012), while the math-
ematical formalism to derive the gravitational potential of
this component, will be explained in a forthcoming paper
(Fernandez-Trincado et al., in preparation).
GravPot16 considers on a global scale a 3D steady-state
gravitational potential for the Galaxy, modelled as the su-
perposition of axisymmetric and non-axysimmetric compo-
nents. The axisymmetric potential is made-up of the super-
position of many composite stellar populations belonging to
seven thin discs, for each i th component of the thin disc, we
implemented an Einasto density-profile law (e.g., Einasto
1979; Robin et al. 2003), superposed along with two thick
disc components, each one following a simple hyperbolic se-
cant squared decreasing vertically from the Galactic plane
plus an exponential profile decreasing with Galactocentric
radius as described in Robin et al. (2014), we also imple-
mented the density-profile of the interstellar matter (ISM)
component with a density mass as presented in Robin et al.
(2003).
The model, also correctly accounts for the underlying
stellar halo, modelled by a Hernquist profile as already de-
scribed in Robin et al. (2014), and surrounded by a sin-
gle spherical Dark Matter halo component Robin et al.
(2003), no time dependence of the density profiles is as-
sumed. Our dynamical model has been adopted in a score
of papers (e.g., Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2016b, 2017b,a;
Recio-Blanco et al. 2017; Albareti et al. 2017; Helmi et al.
2018; Libralato et al. 2018; Schiappacasse-Ulloa et al. 2018;
Tang et al. 2018, 2019; Minniti et al. 2018). For a more de-
tailed discussion, we refer the readers to a forthcoming paper
(Fernandez-Trincado et al. 2019, in preparation).
For reference, the Galactic convention adopted by this
work is: X−axis is oriented toward l = 0◦ and b = 0◦, and
the Y−axis is oriented toward l = 90◦ and b =0◦, and the
disc rotates toward l = 90◦; the velocity are also oriented
in these directions. In this convention, the Sun’s orbital ve-
locity vector are [U,V,W] = [11.1, 12.24, 7.25] km s−1
(Brunthaler et al. 2011). The model has been rescaled to the
Sun’s galactocentric distance, 8.3 kpc, and the local rotation
velocity of 239 km s−1.
For the computation of Galactic orbits of our N-rich
stars, we have employed a simple Monte Carlo approach
and the Runge-Kutta algorithm of seventh-eight order elab-
orated by Fehlberg (1968). The uncertainties in the input
data (e.g., α, δ, distance, proper motions and line-of-sight
velocity errors), were randomly propagated as 1σ variation
in a Gaussian Monte Carlo re-sampling. For each N-rich
star we computed thousand orbits, computed backward in
time during 3 Gyr. The average value of the orbital elements
was found for our 1000 realizations, with uncertainty ranges
given by the 16th and 84th percentile values, as listed in
Table 2. As an additional test, we also run our backwards
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (0000)
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Table 1. N-rich stars with reliable parallax information from Gaia, from the which the distances were determined as inverse of the
parallax (d = 1/$) with relative errors of <22% at most, and compared to other distance estimation methods.
Gaia-Id APOGEE-ID RV ±∆ µα cos δ ±∆ µδ±∆ d ±∆ Source Comments
km s−1 mas yr−1 mas yr−1 kpc
4342924973847237760 2M16011638−1201525 84.07 ± 0.88 -11.707 ± 0.098 -18.001 ± 0.058 2.8 ± 0.29 StarHorse FT+16
454457984314449664 2M02491285+5534213 -222.31 ± 0.08 41.086 ± 0.067 0.096 ± 0.072 1.27 ± 0.05 StarHorse FT+17
454457984314449664 2M02491285+5534213 1.32 ± 0.06 Gaia FT+17
3572729757329728256 2M11462612−1419069 98.01 ± 0.27 -1.479 ± 0.081 -2.219 ± 0.049 3.59 ± 0.42 StarHorse FT+17
3921278138790077312 2M12155306+1431114 100.55 ± 0.57 -1.007 ± 0.118 -1.421 ± 0.099 13.59 ± 1.22 StarHorse FT+17
4343242938866170880 2M16062302−1126161 -105.93 ± 0.35 -6.367 ± 0.094 -9.04 ± 0.045 3.62 ± 0.39 StarHorse FT+17
4108129758998519296 2M17180311−2750124 -113.63 ± 0.13 -3.125 ± 0.073 -5.46 ± 0.047 3.37 ± 0.43 StarHorse FT+17
4060291416819133056 2M17350460−2856477 -106.56 ± 0.51 -0.411 ± 0.303 -9.896 ± 0.237 4.42 ± 0.5 StarHorse FT+17
4060839287187830016 2M17454705−2639109 -75.5 ± 0.01 -0.533 ± 0.258 -5.531 ± 0.225 4.88 ± 0.96 StarHorse FT+17
4068656265170572288 2M17492967−2328298 26.12 ± 0.03 0.891 ± 0.143 -8.78 ± 0.099 6.51 ± 1.06 StarHorse FT+17
4056482502383480832 2M17534571−2949362 -140.4 ± 0.04 -4.898 ± 0.13 -4.764 ± 0.114 3.5 ± 0.57 StarHorse FT+17
1351014402846463360 2M17535944+4708092 -266.21 ± 0.35 -1.201 ± 0.035 -2.071 ± 0.036 15.06 ± 1.66 StarHorse FT+17
4069131112360013440 2M17585001−2338546 40.19 ± 0.02 -5.255 ± 2.031 -8.061 ± 1.631 2.83 ± 0.38 StarHorse FT+17
3686800240419830912 2M13251355−0044438 -99.61 ± 0.28 -3.47 ± 0.067 -3.594 ± 0.044 14.98 ± 2.09 StarHorse M+16
1291972861817776256 2M15113526+3551140 -246.5 ± 0.38 -2.14 ± 0.028 -1.833 ± 0.029 19.09 ± 2.19 StarHorse M+16
4420577192280259840 2M15204588+0055032 -55.88 ± 0.06 -2.798 ± 0.057 -2.687 ± 0.053 18.52 ± 2.24 StarHorse M+16
1366340701584081152 2M17252263+4903137 -249.73 ± 0.54 -1.56 ± 0.035 -0.693 ± 0.038 23.65 ± 2.47 StarHorse M+16
6760409163955844864 2M18550318−3043368 140.72 ± 0.14 -2.731 ± 0.075 -1.177 ± 0.064 9.74 ± 0.88 StarHorse S+17
4127381662144718080 2M16493657−2028146 65.48 ± 0.99 -5.38 ± 0.049 -3.02 ± 0.029 7.45 ± 0.85 StarHorse S+17
4127066926944887936 2M16514646−2127071 54.22 ± 0.54 -5.692 ± 0.052 -6.061 ± 0.031 4.97 ± 0.5 StarHorse S+17
4126039261540147968 2M17024730−2210387 -21.67 ± 0.01 -5.279 ± 0.07 -2.674 ± 0.039 6.1 ± 0.6 StarHorse S+17
4112532895090854400 2M17134700−2441353 -61.83 ± 0.02 -8.127 ± 0.091 -6.582 ± 0.063 10.64 ± 0.79 StarHorse S+17
4109464119435841152 2M17161691−2458586 92.93 ± 0.01 -1.789 ± 0.086 -2.423 ± 0.057 8.41 ± 1.75 StarHorse S+17
4111023643593381888 2M17173203−2439094 5.34 ± 0.01 -4.081 ± 0.142 -9.016 ± 0.093 7.54 ± 0.66 StarHorse S+17
4107975522534509056 2M17193271−2732214 183.18 ± 0.01 -1.763 ± 0.097 -4.944 ± 0.063 9.61 ± 0.6 StarHorse S+17
4059404282735445376 2M17205201−2903061 -8.22 ± 0.36 -2.221 ± 0.138 -6.01 ± 0.096 6.41 ± 0.83 StarHorse S+17
4107966825115918336 2M17211817−2735530 -10.2 ± 0.01 -3.03 ± 0.171 -7.702 ± 0.124 7.48 ± 0.81 StarHorse S+17
4111253785114563456 2M17263951−2406247 -52.35 ± 0.01 -3.642 ± 0.165 -5.5 ± 0.117 9.29 ± 1.36 StarHorse S+17
4061493045593102720 2M17271907−2718040 63.38 ± 0.01 -9.02 ± 0.212 -7.034 ± 0.156 4.04 ± 0.59 StarHorse S+17
4111402734583638144 2M17303980−2330234 -15.34 ± 0.01 -5.518 ± 0.117 -1.103 ± 0.086 8.14 ± 0.76 StarHorse S+17
4061568813142719872 2M17305251−2651528 42.85 ± 0.24 1.065 ± 0.218 -7.97 ± 0.161 7.19 ± 0.89 StarHorse S+17
4062064830323106048 2M17333623−2548156 81.3 ± 0.02 -4.034 ± 0.232 -4.13 ± 0.175 8.65 ± 1.38 StarHorse S+17
4058532202620677504 2M17334208−2958347 90.12 ± 0.61 -2.476 ± 0.346 -4.266 ± 0.28 5.41 ± 0.69 StarHorse S+17
4060282964322868736 2M17341660−2905083 -24.35 ± 0.07 -4.872 ± 0.315 -4.618 ± 0.252 4.44 ± 0.56 StarHorse S+17
4060278673741274112 2M17343610−2909472 40.38 ± 0.53 -5.73 ± 0.567 -3.886 ± 0.461 6.51 ± 0.87 StarHorse S+17
4121502431729496960 2M17343654−1956596 -7.47 ± 0.35 -6.494 ± 0.097 -1.413 ± 0.072 7.4 ± 1.21 StarHorse S+17
4062000508887193472 2M17343807−2557555 -84.67 ± 0.01 -4.197 ± 0.221 -6.219 ± 0.173 5.74 ± 0.6 StarHorse S+17
4058581130871346560 2M17350446−2932289 42.75 ± 0.98 0.746 ± 0.312 -0.566 ± 0.247 5.79 ± 0.92 StarHorse S+17
4060091271345069312 2M17352288−2913255 46.58 ± 1.44 -3.445 ± 0.337 -5.194 ± 0.243 6.27 ± 1.13 StarHorse S+17
4060508536008544128 2M17353215−2759106 18.07 ± 0.24 -1.052 ± 0.368 -3.509 ± 0.308 8.88 ± 1.42 StarHorse S+17
4116366544202001664 2M17354267−2406233 -21.67 ± 0.01 -2.114 ± 0.342 1.162 ± 0.205 7.71 ± 0.83 StarHorse S+17
4060484449833449088 2M17382269−2748001 -123.56 ± 0.3 -4.069 ± 0.204 -7.201 ± 0.148 9.38 ± 0.6 StarHorse S+17
4057003159810599680 2M17390422−2943520 53.09 ± 0.54 0.246 ± 0.534 -9.785 ± 0.4 7.18 ± 0.89 StarHorse S+17
4060898415964496128 2M17404143−2714570 -74.8 ± 0.01 -6.255 ± 0.371 -8.076 ± 0.281 8.03 ± 0.9 StarHorse S+17
4060889448072712832 2M17415271−2715374 -46.99 ± 0.01 -5.652 ± 0.814 -5.647 ± 0.725 9.2 ± 1.17 StarHorse S+17
4061099699665413888 2M17434675−2616068 175.65 ± 0.01 -9.289 ± 0.194 -5.559 ± 0.149 7.75 ± 0.94 StarHorse S+17
4061046785697602560 2M17442343−2627304 -210.17 ± 0.01 -4.172 ± 0.213 -6.128 ± 0.156 8.32 ± 0.96 StarHorse S+17
4068740652650462464 2M17453131−2342147 97.36 ± 0.11 0.122 ± 0.132 -4.41 ± 0.094 10.48 ± 1.25 StarHorse S+17
4067153748168181120 2M17464449−2531533 -37.09 ± 0.08 -5.407 ± 0.273 -7.466 ± 0.23 12.89 ± 1.61 StarHorse S+17
4068061291921021568 2M17480576−2445000 -76.93 ± 0.02 -0.44 ± 0.404 -3.511 ± 0.316 7.64 ± 0.93 StarHorse S+17
4068869497301335808 2M17482995−2305299 -216.43 ± 0.01 -1.07 ± 0.108 -6.557 ± 0.079 9.16 ± 1.37 StarHorse S+17
4068671108581470976 2M17494963−2318560 -42.61 ± 0.01 0.044 ± 0.142 -4.218 ± 0.112 6.3 ± 1.12 StarHorse S+17
4068711068966503552 2M17504980−2255083 46.99 ± 0.01 -6.615 ± 0.119 0.318 ± 0.096 6.54 ± 1.12 StarHorse S+17
4057335384106810240 2M17514916−2859341 42.05 ± 0.37 -4.58 ± 0.245 -4.645 ± 0.201 8.44 ± 1.42 StarHorse S+17
4056157596706349696 2M17523300−3027521 152.58 ± 0.51 -4.386 ± 0.227 -12.31 ± 0.185 8.93 ± 1.06 StarHorse S+17
4057387198618922496 2M17524451−2830199 -50.0 ± 0.17 -0.493 ± 0.392 -5.68 ± 0.349 8.05 ± 0.87 StarHorse S+17
4057382834998497024 2M17530277−2835196 -25.31 ± 1.78 -7.468 ± 0.28 -10.208 ± 0.223 7.55 ± 0.79 StarHorse S+17
4063390394726120064 2M17534394−2826411 -124.71 ± 0.12 -3.605 ± 0.45 -12.784 ± 0.362 8.39 ± 0.68 StarHorse S+17
4070606077232206720 2M17554454−2123058 94.49 ± 0.04 -6.147 ± 0.213 -8.865 ± 0.196 5.16 ± 0.81 StarHorse S+17
4050162475212092160 2M18014817−3026237 -21.21 ± 0.94 -4.336 ± 0.087 -6.729 ± 0.073 7.28 ± 0.92 StarHorse S+17
4050281055043258496 2M18022530−2928338 157.52 ± 0.01 -3.273 ± 0.229 -3.117 ± 0.178 5.5 ± 0.76 StarHorse S+17
4050198243675106688 2M18032356−3001588 -13.49 ± 2.18 2.509 ± 0.091 -6.507 ± 0.074 6.48 ± 0.96 StarHorse S+17
4050360387280733568 2M18033335−2929122 -55.67 ± 0.18 -1.128 ± 0.12 -4.461 ± 0.095 6.74 ± 0.98 StarHorse S+17
4050386195823196928 2M18035944−2908195 172.44 ± 0.01 -7.932 ± 0.094 -4.367 ± 0.077 6.41 ± 0.68 StarHorse S+17
4050189383167644288 2M18045107−3002378 211.42 ± 0.97 -2.133 ± 0.307 -5.44 ± 0.253 7.34 ± 1.03 StarHorse S+17
4049111410791537152 2M18054875−3122407 3.5 ± 0.44 -0.538 ± 0.093 -5.081 ± 0.077 9.35 ± 0.68 StarHorse S+17
4043082174445050368 2M18061336−3147053 -57.46 ± 0.42 -1.048 ± 0.067 -7.261 ± 0.055 7.23 ± 1.02 StarHorse S+17
4145860428221492480 2M18090957−1559276 -9.58 ± 0.01 -1.241 ± 0.387 -3.377 ± 0.372 9.56 ± 2.57 StarHorse S+17
4063015014565121664 2M18102953−2707208 -51.67 ± 0.01 -7.512 ± 0.11 -7.332 ± 0.092 7.51 ± 1.92 StarHorse S+17
4147311719145163648 2M18120031−1350169 -34.32 ± 0.01 -1.49 ± 0.271 -7.726 ± 0.234 5.75 ± 0.87 StarHorse S+17
4050466352715069056 2M18121957−2926310 45.2 ± 0.13 -1.83 ± 0.066 -4.317 ± 0.056 8.59 ± 1.19 StarHorse S+17
4052474099675496960 2M18124455−2719146 -156.9 ± 0.01 -4.469 ± 0.121 -4.008 ± 0.103 7.47 ± 0.75 StarHorse S+17
4094363495457944576 2M18165340−2017051 69.49 ± 0.06 -4.575 ± 0.316 -5.94 ± 0.278 8.41 ± 2.41 StarHorse S+17
4048286162963631872 2M18334592−2903253 -151.82 ± 0.02 -3.308 ± 0.046 -5.788 ± 0.04 6.2 ± 0.61 StarHorse S+17
4047570930629411072 2M18372953−2911046 36.52 ± 0.02 -1.545 ± 0.06 -2.157 ± 0.051 7.38 ± 0.85 StarHorse S+17
6737355836773067392 2M18442352−3029411 -63.86 ± 0.34 0.363 ± 0.082 -6.258 ± 0.069 4.89 ± 0.56 StarHorse S+17
4060572793062410624 2M17431507−2815570 -72.58 ± 0.31 -2.518 ± 0.196 -0.573 ± 0.162 1.09 ± 0.14 Gaia S+17
orbits in an axisymmetric model to see how it affects our
results, the results are illustrated in Figure 2, 4, 9 and 10.
Limitations of our model: We further note the more
important limitations of our calculation and model: (i) we
ignore secular changes in the Milky Way potential over time,
which are expected although the Milky Way galaxy had a
quiet recent accretion history; and (ii) we do not consider
the perturbations due to spiral arms, an in-depth analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper.
In the following, results are given for the Galactic po-
tential including only the bar as a non-axisymmetric com-
ponent.
3 ORBITAL PROPERTIES
In this Section we present the main properties of the Galac-
tic orbits determined for each of the 76 N-rich stars in our
sample, both for the cases of an axisymmetric and a barred
Galaxy model using four different values of the bar patterns
speed Ωbar = 35, 40, 45 and 50 km s
−1 kpc−1. It is im-
portant to note that our sample is dominated by > 76% of
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Figure 1. Comparison between our inferred distances from StarHorse and the distances from Leung & Bovy (2019). In panel (a) the
red solid line marks the 1:1 relation. The panel (b) shows the uncertainty as a function of distances.
N-rich stars identified in the inner Galaxy (e.g., Schiavon
et al. 2017) which were supposed to belong to the Galac-
tic bulge, therefore one would expect that most of our stars
follow the typical orbital configurations of the bulge region,
with a few exceptions as will be discussed below.
Figure 2 shows the shape of the orbit displayed by the
mean orbital eccentricity1 (e) against the amplitude of the
vertical oscillation (|Zmax|) for each N-rich star. The dashed
horizontal line in the same figure represents the edge |Zmax|
of the thick disk, Z = 3 kpc (Carollo et al. 2010). Our N-
rich star sample has median e of 0.89 and median |Zmax| of
1.3 kpc, which is dynamically consistent with both bulge and
inner–halo population. There are a few stars with |Zmax|>∼ 3
kpc and larger eccentricities (>∼ 0.5), this suggest that most
of these stars belong to the inner-halo, especially we confirm
that all of N-rich stars analyzed in (Martell et al. 2016)
are mostly consistet with the Galactic (inner) halo and are
characterized by eccentric orbits (e >∼ 0.8) that can extend,
on average, <∼ 18.6±3.2 kpc out the Galactic plane.
On the other hand, we find two N-rich stars from Schi-
avon et al. (2017) in orbits with |Zmax|<∼ 3 kpc and lower
eccentricities (<∼ 0.5): the star 2M17464449−2531533 has an
e ∼0.5 with |Zmax| ∼ 1.5 kpc, given these orbital proper-
ties, we expect it is a thick-disk contaminate, but more im-
portant, the orbit of this star have energies allowing this
star to cross the bar’s corotation radius (CR ∼ 6.5 kpc),
in this region two class of orbits appears around the La-
grange points L4 and L5 on the minor axis of the bar that
can be stable, depending the bar pattern speed: a pure
1 the eccentricity e, is defined as (rapo − rper)/(rapo + rper)
banana-like orbit (for a slow rotating bar of 35 km s−1
kpc−1), with orbits that circulate L4 and L5, and orbits
trapped around CR for a while (for a faster rotating bar of
50 km s−1 kpc−1), the results are illustrated in Figure 7;
the second star, 2M17431507−2815570, has an e <0.5 with
|Zmax| < 0.5 kpc, with an in-plane orbit confined inside
the inner bar region (rgal<∼ 0.5 kpc), the orbit is trapped
by a higher-order resonance, depending on the bar patterns
speed, such orbits have been also identified in bulge globular
clusters (see, e.g., Pe´rez-Villegas et al. 2018).
For comparison, we plot our N-rich stars in the space
of a characteristic orbital energy, Echar = (Emax +Emin)/2
as defined in Moreno et al. (2015), versus the orbital Jacobi
constant (EJ) in the reference frame of the bar, along with
the expected Galactic trend of globular clusters (see Figure
3) adopting the inputs parameters of the late compilation
of clusters properties given by Vasiliev (2018). This figure
clearly shows the trends between the less bound (inner) halo
N-rich stars (less negative orbital energies) against the more
bound N-rich stars (more negative orbital energies), which
have very similar orbital properties as observed in Galactic
globular clusters. More general, these results provides obser-
vational support for the idea that the inner/outer stellar halo
may have been assembled by kicking out captured possibly
globular cluster stars with its own chemical enrichment his-
tory (e.g., Nissen & Schuster 2010; Carollo et al. 2013; Kun-
der et al. 2014; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2015a,b, 2016b,a;
Koppelman et al. 2018; Khoperskov et al. 2018). In other
words, these stars have presumably migrated from stellar
clusters into the inner-halo.
For each generated set of orbits, we calculate the peri-
galactic distance rper, and the apogalactic distance rapo,
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Table 2. Orbital elements obtained using a simple Monte Carlo approach for the N-rich stars studied in this work. The average value of
the orbital elements (pericentric and apocentric radii, the eccentricity, the maximum distance the orbit reaches above/below the Galactic
plane as well as the maximum and minimum of the z -component of the angular momentum in the inertial frame, Lz) was found for the
half million realizations, with uncertainty ranges given by the 16th (subscript) and 84th (superscript) percentile values.
Ωbar APOGEE−ID 〈rmin〉 〈rmax〉 〈e〉 〈|Zmax|〉 〈Lz,min〉 〈Lz,max〉
km s−1 kpc−1 kpc kpc kpc km s−1 kpc−1 km s−1 kpc−1
35 2M17535944+4708092 2.033.081.38 16.97
19.31
15.39 0.78
0.83
0.72 9.55
9.99
9.17 −85.0−50.0−125.0 −102.0−74.0−134.0
40 2M17535944+4708092 2.202.981.41 17.31
19.67
15.67 0.77
0.83
0.73 9.64
9.97
9.32 −93.0−57.0−121.0 −107.0−80.0−134.0
45 2M17535944+4708092 2.213.031.60 17.62
20.46
15.71 0.77
0.81
0.74 9.77
10.07
9.47 −92.0−64.84−124.0 −101.0−78.0−142.0
50 2M17535944+4708092 2.173.141.63 18.53
19.39
15.51 0.78
0.80
0.72 9.96
10.30
9.59 −91.0−65.0−128.0 −110.0−75.0−136.0
35 2M17585001−2338546 1.072.360.71 5.926.195.37 0.680.770.44 0.460.810.06 −37.0−26.0−75.0 −93.0−69.0−101.0
40 2M17585001−2338546 1.722.301.23 5.846.235.44 0.540.640.44 0.450.850.06 −57.0−42.0−72.0 −87.0−75.0−103.16
45 2M17585001−2338546 1.562.130.93 5.746.205.44 0.570.710.47 0.511.000.06 −51.0−32.0−66.0 −83.0−69.0−102.0
50 2M17585001−2338546 1.401.800.95 5.777.585.41 0.630.710.55 0.460.710.07 −46.0−33.0−55.0 −84.0−68.0−120.0
35 2M17350460−2856477 0.540.840.21 4.495.223.91 0.780.890.72 2.182.611.71 −15.0−5.0−26.0 −46.0−36.0−63.0
40 2M17350460−2856477 0.460.770.06 4.755.083.96 0.820.960.72 2.092.571.70 −12.02.0−23.0 −60.0−35.0−73.0
45 2M17350460−2856477 0.490.730.20 4.475.274.00 0.800.900.74 1.972.381.66 −14.0−4.0−23.0 −50.0−39.0−63.16
50 2M17350460−2856477 0.450.870.18 4.705.213.85 0.810.910.70 1.972.321.65 −13.0−4.0−28.0 −50.0−34.0−60.0
35 2M12155306+1431114 2.903.292.51 16.08
17.29
15.04 0.69
0.74
0.64 14.46
15.59
13.42 −94.0−85.0−103.0 −100.0−90.0−110.0
40 2M12155306+1431114 2.963.362.58 16.19
17.60
15.17 0.69
0.74
0.64 14.52
15.85
13.29 −98.0−88.0−107.0 −100.0−92.0−109.0
45 2M12155306+1431114 2.983.382.56 16.34
17.82
15.24 0.69
0.74
0.64 14.66
16.09
13.32 −98.0−87.0−107.0 −102.0−93.0−110.0
50 2M12155306+1431114 2.923.342.51 15.91
17.11
15.08 0.69
0.74
0.64 14.40
15.51
13.38 −95.0−85.0−105.0 −99.0−89.0−109.0
35 2M16062302−1126161 0.450.570.34 5.495.845.21 0.840.880.80 3.904.093.77 −10.0−6.0−12.0 −37.0−26.0−52.0
40 2M16062302−1126161 0.341.040.07 5.526.245.26 0.880.970.71 3.854.243.27 −6.02.0−30.0 −39.0−27.84−60.0
45 2M16062302−1126161 0.390.850.19 5.535.935.31 0.860.930.74 3.473.793.14 −11.0−3.0−27.0 −37.0−30.0−52.16
50 2M16062302−1126161 0.510.850.25 5.507.195.22 0.830.900.78 3.403.863.10 −15.0−6.0−26.0 −37.0−26.0−77.0
35 2M17454705−2639109 0.781.670.37 3.624.702.75 0.640.750.48 0.490.600.38 −23.0−10.0−51.0 −61.0−48.0−77.16
40 2M17454705−2639109 0.771.270.43 3.644.642.75 0.640.730.55 0.500.610.38 −23.0−12.0−39.0 −59.0−48.0−89.0
45 2M17454705−2639109 0.721.440.32 3.794.702.73 0.670.750.53 0.530.660.39 −21.0−8.0−43.0 −65.5−45.0−86.0
50 2M17454705−2639109 0.611.550.40 3.714.732.83 0.690.740.51 0.560.750.39 −17.0−10.0−45.0 −71.0−48.0−84.0
35 2M17492967−2328298 0.170.350.03 1.973.241.39 0.830.960.77 1.191.530.95 −3.03.0−9.0 −26.0−16.0−44.16
40 2M17492967−2328298 0.090.310.01 2.143.171.29 0.900.980.78 1.231.620.96 −1.05.0−8.0 −25.0−13.0−40.0
45 2M17492967−2328298 0.140.320.01 2.013.111.31 0.870.970.78 1.251.561.00 −2.04.0−7.0 −24.5−12.0−36.0
50 2M17492967−2328298 0.130.230.02 2.243.161.36 0.870.970.80 1.241.520.98 −2.04.0−4.0 −27.0−11.0−34.0
35 2M17534571−2949362 1.302.120.89 5.796.585.61 0.620.700.51 0.700.820.58 −44.0−31.84−70.0 −84.0−78.0−97.0
40 2M17534571−2949362 1.522.110.89 5.846.855.10 0.580.690.52 0.780.990.55 −51.0−30.0−70.0 −81.0−68.0−100.0
45 2M17534571−2949362 1.552.020.99 5.898.145.38 0.600.680.57 1.031.670.58 −51.0−33.0−67.0 −81.0−71.0−117.0
50 2M17534571−2949362 1.441.671.08 7.327.695.22 0.640.690.62 0.881.560.56 −48.0−35.0−56.0 −99.0−69.0−107.0
Note: Table 2 is published in its entirety in a public repository at
https://github.com/Fernandez-Trincado/N-rich-Stars/tree/master/Fernandez-Trincado%2B2019_Orbits/
the distribution of the average of these quantities are dis-
played in Figure 4 in both an axisymmetric model and a
model including the Galactic bar potential. We found that
most of the N-rich stars are characterized by close peri-
galactic passages, on average, <∼ 1 kpc out of the Galac-
tic center with energies allowing them to have orbits in-
ward and around the bar’s CR radius, while the apogalactic
distance are larger than CR (>∼ 6.5 kpc) for a few cases,
especially for those N-rich stars in halo-like orbits (sub-
sample from Martell et al. 2016; Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al.
2016b, 2017c), implying that these stars should on average
be older. We also found two stars (2M17464449−2531533
and 2M17431507−2815570) in (Schiavon et al. 2017) sample
with larger apogalactic distance >∼ 9 kpc and lower vertical
excursion from the Galactic plane (<∼ 2) kpc, the most likely
is that these two stars are halo (inner) interlopers that hap-
pens to be at same distance and location as where bulge
N-rich stars reside, suggesting that contamination from disk
stars is relevant when attempting to trace this anomalous
population, this is also supported by the dynamical behav-
ior of N-rich stars from Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c) in
disk-like orbits also with lower vertical excursions from the
Galactic plane as seen in Figure 2. However, there is not any
obvious dependence among the metallicity and orbital prop-
erties, they were likely formed during the very early stages
of the evolution of the Milky Way.
Following a similar interpretation as in Pe´rez-Villegas
et al. (2018), we calculate the z-component of the angular
momentum (Lz) in the inertial frame, as this quantity is not
conserved in a model with nonaxisymmetric structures, we
are interested only in the sign, in order to know whether
the orbital motion of the N-rich stars has a prograde or a
retrograde sense with respect to the Galactic rotation. For
this reason in Figure 5 we plot the maximum and minimum
of the z-component of the angular momentum. In general,
most (about 46%) of the N-rich stars lie in prograde orbits,
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7Figure 2. Distribution of N-rich stars in orbital-parameter space (shown is the average of the eccentricity, e, versus the maximum
vertical excursion from the Galactic plane, |Zmax|), for four different bar patterns speed as indicated in the title of each panel against the
orbital solutions in the axisymmetric model (grey dot symbols). The orange unfilled circles, blue unfilled circles, black unfilled triangle
and black unfilled circles highlight the N-rich stars from Schiavon et al. (2017), Martell et al. (2016), Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b)
and Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c), respectively. The red and green filled hexagons mark the two N-rich stars highlighted in the
text, 2M17431507−2815570 and 2M17464449−2531533, respectively. The dashed horizontal line represents the edge |Zmax| ∼ 3 kpc of
the thick disk (e.g., Carollo et al. 2010). The error bar are computed with uncertainty ranges given by the 16th (subscript) and 84th
(superscript) percentile values.
while a significant fraction (about 50% depending on the bar
angular velocity) of the N-rich stars identified in Schiavon
et al. (2017) toward the bulge region have prograde and
retrograde orbits at the same time (green symbols in Figure
5), it is not surprising as such dynamical behavior have been
observed in bulge globular clusters (see, e.g., Pe´rez-Villegas
et al. 2018), such orbital properties could be related to an
early chaotic phase of the evolution of the central regions
of the Milky Way (see, e.g., Pichardo et al. 2004; Pe´rez-
Villegas et al. 2018), this provides observational support for
the idea that most of such unusual stars in the inner Galaxy
may have been assembled by kicking out globular cluster
stars (Minniti et al. 2018; Kunder et al. 2018). Actually,
most of these stars are bound objects to the Galaxy only
for heliocentric distances smaller than <∼ 25 kpc. In the case
of the axisymmetric model we found about 54% of the N-
rich stars have orbits in a retrograde sense respect to the
direction of the Galactic rotation, this orbital property could
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Figure 3. Similar to Figure 2, here for the Galactic potential model including only the boxy bar in its non-axisymmetric components.
In this case, the diagram plots the average of a ’characteristic’ orbital energy (see text), Echar, versus the orbital Jacobi constant (EJ ),
in units of 105 km2 s−1, computed in the reference frame of the bar. The symbols are similar as Figure 2, except the grey ’x’ symbols,
which represents the orbital properties of Galactic globular clusters adopting the recompiled information from Vasiliev (2018).
be indicative of an early chaotic phase of the evolution of
the Milky Way bulge, meaning that such stars were likely
formed in a very early stage of the Galaxy, probably before
bar formation, and a few of them were trapped by the bar
structure later on.
It is also worth mentioning that in addition to the bulge
N-rich stars there is another object in prograde-retrograde
orbit, depending on the bar patterns speed. The prograde-
retrograde star is TYC 5619-109-1 an extremely N-rich star
studied in Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b), which exhibit
a significant retrograde signature, with respect to the Galac-
tic rotation, which is trapped by a higher-order resonance
inward CR (see Figure 7 and 8) in a potential with a faster
bar (>∼ 40 km s−1 kpc−1), this retrograde sense is also seen
in case of the potential as shown in Figure 9 and 10. When
the slow (∼ 35 km s−1 kpc−1) is introduced to the model,
there is an interesting dynamical effect produced, the star
exhibit a dual motion in prograde-retrograde sense and go-
ing inside and outside of CR with low vertical excursion
from the plane (|Zmax|<∼ 2 kpc), we found this particular
giant star is classified as a ’high-probability’ (inner) stellar
halo star, with a characteristic chaotic behavior.
Additionally, a few N-rich stars classified as ”halo”
stars in Martell et al. (2016), we found that four
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (0000)
9Figure 4. Orbital parameters as function of average perigalactic distance 〈rper〉 and average apogalactic distance 〈rapo〉 for the the
axisymmetric model (grey dot symbols) and model with bar (with colored symbols as Figure 2).
stars (2M15113526+3551140, 2M15204588+0055032,
2M13251355−0044438 and 2M17252263+4903137) reaches
large vertical excursions (|Zmax| > 25 kpc) from the
Galactic plane, and have an overall eccentricity >∼ 0.8 (see
Figures 7, 9, 8 and 10) in both an axisymmetric model and
the model including the Galactic bar potential. These stars
clearly resemble the halo population. Regarding the shape
of their orbits, three of these stars move in a prograde sense
with respect to the Galactic rotation, while one of them has
an orbit with retrograde motion, we expect most of these
stars having different orbital configurations from the rest,
because it belongs to the halo component. With respect
to the different values of the bar patterns speed, we can
see that most orbits are not sensitive to the change of this
parameter, except for TYC 5619-109-1 as discussed above.
Regarding, the newly N-rich stars identified in
(Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2017c), we found most of them
(10 out of 11 stars) in prograde sense with respect to the
Galactic rotation, except one star (2M02491285+5534213)
with clear signature of retrograde motion as illustrated
in Figure 5. This star dynamically resembles a (in-
ner) halo star given its high vertical excursion from
the plane with |Zmax|<∼ 7.6 kpc, and higher eccen-
tricity (e>∼ 0.7), the orbit is clearly going inside and
outside of the bulge region in a higher-order reso-
nance (see Figure 7 and 8). Furthermore, we found
four objects (2M17535944+4708092, 2M12155306+1431114,
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2M16062302−1126161 and 2M11462612−1419069 ) from
our subsample of N-rich stars are likely be on higher ec-
centric (e>∼ 0.5) in a prograde motion sense respect to the
rotation of the bar and reaching out ot maximum distances
from the Galactic plane, |Zmax|, larger than 3.8 kpc and or-
bital excursions going inside and outside CR (see Figure 7),
these orbital properties are typically found in halo stars and
Galactic globular clusters. While a few of them (6 out of 11
stars) have prograde orbits with low vertical excursions from
the Galactic plane (|Zmax|<∼ 2 kpc) and relatively higher ec-
centricities (e > 0.5). More interestingly, two of those stars
(2M17492967−2328298 and 2M17454705−2639109) appear
to behave as bar-like orbits; two possible interpretations are
that these objects are formed from a recent gas accretion
event and born from a relatively pristine gas (see Chiap-
pini et al. 2015) or else, a more plausible interpretation is
to assume that they were likely kicked out of globular clus-
ter systems trapped into the bar potential (Kunder et al.
2018; Minniti et al. 2018). On the other hand, four of these
stars with prograde motion exhibit disk-like orbits moving
around the Lagrange points L4 and L5, and orbits that move
around CR for a while until they get trapped by the L4 and
L5 Lagrange point as illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of each orbital pa-
rameter (eccentricity, perigalactic distance, apogalactic dis-
tance and the maximum vertical excursion from the Galactic
plane), for the axisymmetric model and the model with bar
using a Ωbar = 35, 40, 45 and 50 km s
−1 kpc−1. As may be
seen in this figure, most of the N-rich lies in orbital con-
figurations that spans a wider range in high eccentricities
(0.4–1) in the axisymmetric model, wich a significant frac-
tion of them have retrograde sense (see cyan histograms in
the same figure) with respect to the direction of the Galac-
tic rotation, this indicates that the majority of the N-rich
stars, especially those towards the inner Galaxy are actually
an inner halo-bulge sample, and have similar dynamical be-
haviour as compared to Galactic globular clusters. We can
also notice that the Galactic bar model (non-axisymmetric)
makes the distribution in eccentricities to be narrower than
with the axisymmetric model, whereas the orbits become
highly eccentric with the presence of the bar (> 0.5), which
contains a significant fraction of the N-rich population in ret-
rograde orbits. In the case of the non-axisymmetric model,
we found a different behaviour as compared with other N-
rich stars, i.e., an important fraction of the stars have the
correct energy to have prograde and retrograde orbits at
the same time that spans a wider range in high eccentrici-
ties similar to the axisymmetric case, which could be related
to a chaotic behavior associated with an early phase of evo-
lution of the inner regions of the Milky Way (Pe´rez-Villegas
et al. 2017), meaning that the majority of the N-rich stars
were formed in a very early stage of the Milky Way, before
bar formation, thus supporting the globular cluster escapee
scenario (Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2016a; Savino & Posti
2019; Khoperskov et al. 2018).
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we have employed accurate data from the The
European Space Agency’s Gaia mission Second Data Release
(DR2) and APOGEE-2 survey to present the first dynamical
characterisation of giant stars with anomalously high levels
of [N/Fe] toward the bulge and halo of the Milky Way. This
analysis have been carried out with the Milky Way model
called GravPot16, where the orbits are integrated in both an
full axisymmetric configuration of the model and a configu-
ration including the Galactic bar potential, where we vary
the angular velocity of the bar. The inclusion of a more
realistic (as far as possible) rotating Galactic ”bar/bulge”
proved to be essential on the description of the dynamical
behavior of N-rich stars across of the Milky Way, particu-
larly in the N-rich sample located in the inner Galaxy, which
shows a low eccentricity with no bar, whereas the orbits be-
come highly eccentric with the presence of the bar, which in
turn depends on the angular velocity, i.e., higher if Ωbar < 40
km s−1 or lower if Ωbar > 40 km s−1. From Figure 6, we can
see that the Galactic bar induces to have smaller average
perigalactic and apogalactic distances, and higher eccentric-
ities. By this, it is very likely that either these peculiar pop-
ulation was formed early on before bar formation, or else
was formed together with the bar. The main results can be
summarized as follows:
• Our models predict that a significant fraction (∼ 54 %)
of the N-rich stars have orbits with retrograde sense with
respect to the direction of the Galactic rotation in the ax-
isymmetric model, while than >41% have a particular and
different behaviour, whose orbits change their sense of mo-
tion from retrograde to prograde with respect to the rotation
of the bar, depending on the bar angular velocity, Ωbar. This
dynamical behaviour confirm that most of the N-rich giant
belonged to a distinct population of the Milky Way, likely
associated with acreted material and formed in a very early
stage of the Galaxy, before bar formation. This provides ob-
servational support for the idea that most of the N-rich stars,
especially those towards the inner Galaxy, may have been
assembled by kicking out globular cluster stars, causing it
to be now observed as a part of the inner Galactic halo.
• We can also notice that a minority, ∼10% of the N-rich
stars within the bulge area, were identified in orbits that
follow the bar structure, and share the orbital properties of
the ”bar/bulge”, whose orbits are trapped by different reso-
nances, depending on the bar angular velocity, Ωbar, similar
to some bulge globular clusters such as M 62 (see Minniti
et al. 2018). It is likely, that these N-rich stars were formed
before bar formation, and were trapped during or together
the bar formation, as envisioned by (Pe´rez-Villegas et al.
2018).
• We found that approximately 46% of our sample follows
high eccentric (e >∼ 0.6) prograde orbits with the presence of
the bar, which depends on the bar pattern speeds, higher
considering a slow-rotating bar (Ωbar ∼ 35 km s−1 kpc−1)
or lower for a fast-rotating bar (Ωbar ∼ 50 km s−1 kpc−1).
On the other hand, the non-axisymmetric model (with a
bar/bulge model) makes the distribution in eccentricities to
be narrower than with the full axisymmetric configuration
of our model. On the other hands, for most of the N-rich
stars inside the CR, the orbits have a particular and dif-
ferent behaviour, e.g., the orbits are trapped by a higher-
order resonance or corotation, depending on the bar pat-
terns speed, Ωbar, this means that most orbits are sensitive
to the change of this parameter, which is negligible for stars
whose orbits reach distance beyond the Suns Galactocentric
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (0000)
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Figure 5. Average of the maximum and minimal z-component Lz in the inertial frame in the model with nonaxisymmetric structures.
distance. This prove that of the bar/bulge is essential for the
description of the dynamical behavior of these N-rich stars
in the inner Galaxy.
• We also identified two N-rich stars,
2M174644492531533 and 2M174315072815570, with
larger apogalocentric distances >∼ 9 kpc and lower vertical
excursion from the Galactic plane (<∼ 2) kpc, and appear
to behave as halo-like orbits, the most likely is that these
two stars are inner halo interlopers that happens to be at
same distance and location as where bulge N-rich stars
reside, and this means that halo contamination could be
not insignificant when studying chemically anomalous stars
found within the bulge region (e.g., see Recio-Blanco et al.
2017).
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Figure 7. Orbital solutions in the non-axisymmetric model: Orbits for the sample of N-rich stars in X–Y projection in the potential
with a slowly bar (grey line), Ωbar = 35 km s
−1 kpc−1 and a faster bar (black line), Ωbar = 50 km s−1 kpc−1. The cyan solid line shows
the size of the Galactic bar, and the cyan big circle the co-rotation radius, CR∼ 6.5 kpc. The small square symbol marks the present
position of the star, and the red open and filled square markes its final position in the potential with slow and faster bar, respectively.
The title indicate the origin of the star, M+16: Martell et al. (2016), FT+16:Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2016b), S+17:Schiavon et al.
(2017) and FT+17:Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. (2017c), while the subtitle indicate the APOGEE id of each star. The title highlighted in
red mark the stars: 2M17431507−2815570 and 2M17464449−2531533 (see text). MNRAS 000, 1–?? (0000)
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Figure 8. Orbital solutions in the non-axisymmetric model: R–z projection for the same sample as arranged in Figure 7.
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Figure 9. Orbital solutions in the axisymmetric model: X–Y projection for the same sample as arranged in Figure 7.
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Figure 10. Orbital solutions in the axisymmetric model: R–z projection for the same sample as arranged in Figure 7.
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